What is Materialism? Conference

8th Annual “What Is?” Conference
Department of Philosophy, University of Oregon
Saturday, May 10, 2014 - Knight Library Browsing Room
11am - 3:35

11:00 - 11:15 Coffee & Tea

11:15 - 11:50 Ghoncheh Azadeh -- “Dennett and Chalmers At Odds: Is Consciousness A Physical Entity?”

11:50 - 12:30 Adam Haaga -- “Flights of Nature: On Reflection, Sickness and Gravity in Schelling’s Naturphilosophie”

12:30 - 1:05 Cara Bates -- “Agency in a World of Matter: Perspectives from the New Materialisms”

1:05 - 1:45 Lunch

1:45 - 2:20 Benjamin Ryo Ogawa -- “Materialism’s Evil: Why Critical Action Will Not Be Greeted with Open Arms”


3:00 - 3:35 Dr. Naomi Zack -- "Denial of Materialism and Aversion to the Homeless."